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Potential of Cycling to Reduce Emissions in Road Transport
Commissioned by the Federal Environment Agency

Responsible Mobility Means: Continual Change and
Adaptation!
Results and recommendations from the study “The Potential of Cycling to
Reduce Emissions in Road Transport“ from the TU Dresden

Motivation for the study:
In order to put a halt to climate change and its effects, Earth’s average temperature should not
increase more than two degrees by 2050. This is a common goal which has been declared
internationally. The European transport sector must therefore bring about reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions of 20 % by 2030 and 70 % by 2050 compared to 2008 levels (EU Transport White
Paper). Germany is aiming for a reduction of total greenhouse gas emissions of 40 percent by 2020 as
compared to 1990 levels.
The Dresden University of Technology, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences “Friedrich List“, Chair
of Transport and Infrastructure Planning was commissioned by the Federal Ministry for the
Environment to study the potential of cycling transport in climate protection and just published the
study “The Potential of Cycling to Reduce Emissions in Road Transport“.
Base data and analysis:
Mobility data was evaluated from more than 175,000 persons from January to December 2008. Their
daily, personal transport was analysed for workdays, including occasional business trips. Using this
data, which is representative of a cross‐section of the population, the model “ProFaiR” (prognosis of
the potential for shifts in vehicle kilometres and emissions reductions through integrated cycling
promotion) was developed.
It allows for variations modelling of different scenarios whilst accounting for social characteristics of
persons in large cities or rural areas. The model incorporates trips to frequent destinations such as
work or the supermarket. Route profiles, characterised by valleys, hills and mountains, are also
accounted for. The model likewise considers modal split, network load, greenhouse gas emissions
and the influence of congestion on travelled kilometres and energy consumption.
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Central q
question:
oming increasingly clearr that, in ordder to attain
It is beco
n climate pro
otection goaals and in light of the
growing scarcity and
d costs of energy and oother resources, we nee
ed to alter oour consump
ption and
m
that it will soon be
e necessary or
o even sufficcient, that all of us in
transporrt behaviour. Does that mean
Germanyy predominaantly cycle in order to be mobile?
The answ
wer is “yes and no“. In
ncreasing waalking and cycling,
c
in pa
articular for short, dailyy trips, is
helpful aand sends a clear signal for a shift iin mentalityy and environmental prootection. Lon
nger trips
howeverr, which are responsible for the majjority of tran
nsport‐relate
ed CO2 emisssions, are no
ot able to
be substtituted by cyycling. In thiss case it is nnecessary to avoid or reduce traffic and to use the most
efficient mode of trransport. Exp
perts are tallking about the develop
pment of a m
multimodal transport
t
o more env ironmentallyy friendly mo
otorised vehiicles alone would
w
not
system, since the inccreased use of
be enou
ugh to reach
h climate prrotection gooals. The growth in roa
ad traffic haas to be succcessfully
stopped and reverseed so that im
mprovementts in vehicle technology are not offsset by an increase in
vehicles..
How aree Germans ge
etting aroun
nd?
Accordin
ng to the daata analysis people in G
Germany travvel on avera
age 2,466 m
million kilome
etres per
workdayy. A bus, train or car can
n, of course, transport multiple
m
peop
ple at the sam
me time. In addition,
longer d
distances aree travelled by car thann on foot orr with a bicycle. As a rresult, actua
al vehicle
kilometrres driven peer work dayy are 1,615 m
million, whicch alone equ
uates to 2811,000 tonnes of CO2.
Around 86 percent of
o all vehicle
e kilometres driven are completed by
b car or mootorised two
o‐wheeler
C 2 emission
ns) (Figure 1) .
(243,0000 tonnes of CO

Figgure 1: Selected
d statistics from
m the model results in percent (base year 20008)
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Motoriseed vehicles are
a therefore the largestt environme
ental polluters of CO2 em
missions. Acccordingly,
the high
hest potentiaal for reduciing greenhoouse gas emissions lies with
w them. TTo that end
d vehicles
must inccreasingly lower their em
missions andd we should be searching for ways tto make ourr mobility
more en
nvironmentaally friendly without preedominantly using an own car. Witthout decreases and
efficienccy improvem
ments in ind
dividual, mootorised transport, emissions reduuction goals for the
transporrt sector will not be reach
hed.
Two thirrds of the po
opulation livves in rural aareas or small towns. They have lo nger journeyys, a less
attractivve offering of public tran
nsport modess and often very individu
ual destinatiions. Their use of the
car is therefore cleaarly more inttense than rresidents of mid‐sized an
nd large citiees. As such, they are
nately respon
nsible for CO
O2 emissions (Figure 2).
also over‐proportion

Figure 2:: Share of popu
ulation and CO2 emissions acccording to regio
on type (base yyear 2008)

Structural and dem
mographic change
c
(poppulation losss, over‐aging, migratioon, school closings,
unemplo
oyment, poo
or supply of local shops, etc.) increases their overall mobilitty needs and
d ensures
them inccreasingly higher mobilitty costs. At tthe same tim
me here is the greatest ppotential for reducing
greenho
ouse gas emissions. Beca
ause despitee two thirdss of all trips being less tthan five kilometres,
almost tthree quarteers of the CO
O2 emissions come from the 15 percent of trips which are lo
ong trips.
“With reegard to ovverall passen
nger transpoort, the pottential for CO
C 2 reductioons by shortt trips is
thereforre rather limited“, says Professor Gerrd‐Axel Ahre
ens, head of the
t study at the TU Dressden. The
long trip
ps are often the
t trips to school or worrk, in other words
w
the cla
assic commuuter trips.
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How would Germans have to get around in future?
Integrated solutions are necessary for intelligent, environmentally friendly transport in future. The
study looked at the effects of measures from several complementary strategic directions. Three
important examples include:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Modernisation of the vehicle fleet,
i.e. use of low‐emitting or emissions‐free vehicles
Shift travel to cycling,
i.e. use the bicycle for short trips
Integrated shifting and avoidance (reduction) of traffic
i.e. choose short trips to closer destinations, improve conditions for using public transport as
well as car sharing (along with cycling and walking the so‐called “mobility network”)

(1) Modernisation of the vehicle fleet
According to the model, the increasing share of more efficient vehicles should effect reductions in
CO2 emissions of 21 percent by 2020. The consistent advancement and marketing of environmentally
friendly automobiles must therefore be spurred on. The increasingly “Green Fleet” plays an
important role in reaching climate goals. However this alone does not make the goals attainable and
there is always the danger that any reductions could be offset by increases in vehicular transport and
driven kilometres.
If a vehicle is available, then it will also be used. However cars are commonly used for short trips of
less than five and often less than three kilometres, during which cold‐start emissions are particularly
intense due to the catalytic converter not yet being fully functional. Rarely are more than two people
in the car, and in daily traffic mostly just the driver. Per capita emissions of pollutants could be
noticeably reduced through better vehicle occupancy rates or the use of alternative modes of
transport, as is shown in the following examples.

(2) Shift travel to cycling
Eleven percent of trips nationwide are taken by bicycle. However that is only three percent of total
kilometres travelled. Cycling is not an alternative to motorised transport for mid‐ranged and long
distances. Its potential is in short trips, meaning distances less than five kilometres, though traffic
surveys show a tendency towards longer trips. This tendency is supported by a trend towards cycles
with electric motors, so called pedelecs. These can encompass an extended distance range of up to
15 kilometres. In addition, they often replace a second car as recent research shows.
Transport researchers from the TU Dresden have analysed this potential. If 25 percent of all short
trips which have, to this point, been taken by car were to be taken by bicycle in future, then the
share of cyclists in transport would increase to 16 percent. That would mean a one percent shift of
daily vehicle kilometres to cycling (24 million kilometres). If every second short vehicular trip were to
be taken by cycle, then cycling’s share could even increase to 21 percent, equating to savings in
4
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driven kiilometres of three percent. In absoluute numbers that means 39 million vvehicle kilometres per
day wou
uld be replacced by cycling. CO2 emisssions would likewise be reduced by tthree percent, which
correspo
onds to almo
ost 8,000 ton
nnes per day..
Clear diffferences in potential ca
an be found between ru
ural areas an
nd cities. “Cyycling is abo
ove all an
option in
n mid‐sized and
a large citties, where tthe short trip
ps are”, sayss Professor A
Ahrens. A use
er survey
on whetther or not cycling is a re
ealistic alternnative for short trips reve
ealed a signiificant relatio
onship to
topograp
phy. “If a ro
oute is flat, then a five‐‐kilometre trrip is classifiied by moree than 80 pe
ercent of
respondents as doab
ble. If it is hilly or even m
mountainous, then this pe
erception sinnks dramatically.”
Were alll the optionss classified by
b respondennts as doable
e to actually be used, thhen the bicyccle would
replace almost everry third journey taken bby car. “Thatt correspond
ds to as mucch as eleven
n percent
Ahrens (Figurre 3). The
fewer drriven kilometres and up to eleven peercent fewer CO2 emissions“, says A
result w
would not, off course, be
e the disapppearance of the car from
m garages oor residential streets.
However the pressure in car parks in the cenntral city or at
a businessess and shoppi ng facilities would
w
be
o cycling woould also mean that tripss previously taken by walking
w
or
considerrably reduceed. A shift to
public trransit would decrease. According
A
to Ahrens the most optimistic assumpttion would see
s every
second rroad user cyccling. In this case almost 150 million vehicle kilom
metres couldd be saved pe
er day.

Figure 3: Potential for change
c
due to use
u of cycling foor all trips cate
egorised as having good accesssibility in “Percception of
Cyccling as an Optiion“
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(3) Integrated shifting and avoidance (reduction) of traffic
Potential could be increased, however, were a voluntary shift in mentality among the population to
be promoted. The most important aspect would be avoiding or reducing trips. The research shows
that those who have a car drive it. Whether for shopping or leisure: persons with an own car
undertake much longer journeys than those without car access in order to satisfy the same needs.
“Therefore we asked ourselves how large the reductions would be when all persons, under
reasonable conditions, refrained from having a personal car and behaved like the many people who
today already live without an own car”, explained Professor Ahrens.
The approach: the trip to the bus or train station is not allowed to be longer than 500 metres. All
important stores for daily necessities must be in the vicinity (max 800 metres) and easily accessible.
“These conditions are, for the most part, fulfilled by large cities in Germany. Here, up to 95 percent
of residents could forego an own car.” This would be even more likely under the following condition:
if a car is on occasion necessary, it has to be easily accessible. “It is about shifting the mentality from
car ownership to car use.“ Car sharing, carpooling and collective automobile use by several families
are the alternatives. The share of public transit use and walking trips would, of course, considerably
increase, as well.
The impact on attaining climate protection goals would be enormous: driven kilometres would be
reduced, in the best case, by 38 percent and even by conservative estimates by at least 19 percent.
The resulting decrease in CO2 emissions would be between 13 and 27 percent (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Pote
ential for changge through “Car use rather tha
an ownership““
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What can be done?
In order to reach the climate protection goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the transport
sector no single measure, alone, will be sufficient. Integrated action and changed mentality in
transport behaviour is desired.
The goal: fewer and shorter journeys must be taken in an environmentally sound manner. The
increasing pressure of costs and advances in technology will likely lead to a trend reversal, however
this alone will not suffice. Infrastructure and mobility services can additionally be created which
promote desired behaviour through better offerings amongst the mobility network. Beyond that it is
necessary to have innovators, in other words model cities and regions which demonstrate that these
objectives can function, as well as laws and regulations which make a change in behaviour easier. In
doing so cycling plays a central role. Two exemplary scenarios from the study show how to raise the
potential:

Scenario A: Promotion of cycling transport as a system
Additional potential for reducing car traffic arises when in future cyclists ride longer distances than
has previously been the case. To accomplish this it has to become quicker to get around by cycling;
cycling transport must be accelerated. “This is acceleration not in the sense of increasing maximum
speeds but rather of a complex of measures for reducing door‐to‐door travel time“, says Professor
Ahrens.
Those who switch to cycling should not have to spend significantly more time getting around. This
can be achieved through numerous measures (see Table 1). Along with as many junction‐free cycle
paths as possible and more convenient traffic light control for cyclists, this includes opening up short
cuts such as cul‐de‐sacs and counter‐flow traffic on one‐way streets for cyclists as well as safe and at‐
grade cycle racks, direct left turns, cycle lifts or public e‐bike fleets for easily and quickly overcoming
elevation differences.
Simultaneously it is assumed that safety for cyclists is ensured. For transport that is compatible with
the city, speed limits of 30 km/h are recommended for most streets. Currently this is accomplished
through the establishment of Tempo‐30 zones and structural traffic calming. As a result the speeds of
motorists and cyclists converge and the dangers of high speeds are reduced. “All of this makes
cycling more attractive as an alternative to driving.“ A “green wave”, or phased traffic lights, could
then be established locally for cars and cyclists. The study points to a success in Cologne. “The needs
of cyclists for safe and direct route guidance can be met on residential streets for the most part
without special cycling infrastructure by shared use of the roadway.” On main roads a few extra signs
and markings are often sufficient enough. Cycle routes should not be blocked by parked cars, delivery
zones or the like.
For the safety of pedestrians it is recommended that cyclists be allowed to ride in the street rather
than on the sidewalk. Technical regulations and transport planning of the last few years already take
this into account. At certain locations special structures for cycling transport are appropriate, such as
bridges just for cyclists, which shorten trips noticeably. Therefore, combinations with public
transport are important, such as Bike+Ride facilities or bicycle stations at central transfer points and
8
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taking bicycles on public transit when train occupancy and the availability of multipurpose areas in
the vehicles make this possible.
Faster journeys make cycling attractive for commuters, as well. Priority cycle routes between the city
and its surroundings also provide relief to car traffic. Electric bicycles are of particular importance
here since they allow trips of 10 or more kilometres to be taken in comfort. The study from the TU
thus assigns potential to cycling even by longer trips, which are so important for CO2 reductions.
Attended parking options play an important role for expensive bicycles. This is particularly relevant
for cities in more hilly locations due to the support that electric bicycles, which inherently have
higher purchase costs, would provide in changing behaviour in such locations. Professor Ahrens
points out, however, that hilly cities often have a lot of catching up to do in the areas of transport
policy and planning as regards public opinion and acceptance of cycling as an everyday means of
transport.

Table 1: Overview of measures in Scenario A

Infrastructure

Information

Scenario A Promotion of Cycling Transport as a System
Cycling networks without gaps
Cycling facilities according to the state‐of‐the‐practice
Route signage
Cycle parking infrastructure
Combination with PT (bike rental scheme, bicycles in trains)
Special measures (bike stations/mobility centres, cycle tracks, promotion and
consideration of pedelecs)
Mobility education and mobility advising
Mobility management
Advertising and information campaigns
Information and training offers for decision‐makers and professionals
Promotion of a dialogue between networks
Budgets for hard and soft measures in cycling transport

Pricing Policy

Tax and operational incentives for cycle use
Government promotions programmes for cycling transport
Obligatory parking racks for cyclists

Legal

Special consideration for the safety needs of non‐motorised road users,
simultaneous consideration of travel comfort and standards
Bicycle streets, removal of entrance bans, etc.
Cyclist‐friendly traffic lights

Other (e.g. Organisation
and Operations)

Quality management, traffic safety audits and analyses
Service offers
Cycling officer and cycling transport working group
Cycling and pedestrian guidance at construction sites
Cleaning and winter maintenance of cycling facilities
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Scenario B: Integrated promotion of cycling transport within CO2 reduction policy at all levels
Along with the first step of promoting cycling transport the study presents a second, more advanced
scenario. This presumes a foreseeable global tendency: a shortage of resources (particularly oil)
combined with a worldwide increase in demand for these resources are seen as drivers of more
efficient mobility, which can be capitalized upon as part of integrated urban development and
sustainable mobility planning.
A central effect: private automobile use will become increasingly expensive and costs less
predictable. In addition, prices are influenced by ever more demanding limits on emissions and
pollution (air quality, climate and noise protection) as well as the increasing scarcity of surface area
in cities for roads and above all car parks. The relative cost advantage of cycling and other transport
modes within the mobility network is becoming increasingly larger. As such, a clear tendency
towards reurbanisation can be seen in Germany, and thus a chance to develop less transport‐
demanding structures. Ever more households in cities are likewise able to do without a private car. It
is not possible anymore to ensure mobility, which is necessary for everyone (public service), primarily
through cars. A focused policy of support for the mobility network takes on a central role in ensuring
mobility and requires measures which make possible and expedite a change in behaviour for the
people.
Tax advantages for long work trips through a commuter allowance and dual residence relief need to
be abolished. Subsidies, such as those for car parks which are counterproductive for climate policy,
need to likewise be dismantled. From this further measures can be derived (Table 2):

Table 2: Overview of measures in Scenario B
Scenario B Integrated Promotion of Cycling Transport Within CO2 Reduction Policy at All Levels (supplement
the measures in Scenario A)
Expansion of infrastructure for the mobility network
Infrastructure
Broad networks of “mobile points”
Information

Expansion of information and advising offers for using the mobility network
User‐financing of road transport at district and municipal level
Indirect user or PT fees for provision of service
Reform of the vehicle tax

Pricing Policy

Financing reform for sustainable urban transport
Incentives for the use of public vehicles (PT incl. car sharing and rental bikes)
Promotion of integrated site location, where applicable fees for generating
traffic
Intensify parking space management
Speed restrictions on federal, state and city streets

Legal

Car sharing and bike rental stations in public road space as priority uses
Proof of bike parking
Legally required workplace mobility management
Intensified speed and parking space monitoring

Other (e.g. Organisation

Improved multimodal service offering
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On the way towards the targeted structures the appropriate measures and conditions must be
established little by little, for example through services such as car sharing or public bike rental
schemes, information services such as home location consulting or mobility education in schools,
mobility management at the workplace as well as pricing and regulatory policies such as car park
management. All options which help reduce car traffic should – like taxis and public transit today –
be given priority in public street space through the Road Traffic Act (StVO).
The easy accessibility and uncomplicated, user‐specific costs play a central role in the acceptance of
the mobility network. Communicating the alternatives through modern structures is likewise an
important task of supportive policy. The internet and smart phones could take on a key function for
both, and are already being used appreciatively and intelligently by young people today. They
optimise their movement with a good understanding of the alternatives and, above all, of carpooling
options or organising the collective use of group discounts.
Ultimately it is a matter of financing the changes and simultaneously providing an economic
argument for a change in mentality. “It can be assumed that through supplementary, stringent and
broad user financing in transport a large potential would arise for influencing behaviour“, says
Professor Ahrens. He points to changes through congestion pricing in cities, like London, which faced
a collapsing transport system and were forced to act. Here, car traffic was reduced by 20 percent due
to the congestion charge.
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